Globecomm Connect

Monitor Status and Performance of Remote Assets

Coverage map provides approximate service area,
service availability is not guaranteed.

Connect and Monitor. By Land or By Sea.
Globecomm Connect is your web-based access to live tracking, data, and performance
to your remote assets using Globecomm VSAT and Inmarsat FX or GX service. Customers
who manage maritime as well as terrestrial sites can view all of their assets in a single
dashboard using the Connect Customer Portal. Remote users with Globecomm-designed
and certified shipboard networks will receive access to the Connect Ship Portal.

Globecomm Connect includes a Shoreside Portal and a Shipside
Portal to view and monitor network status.
CONNECT CUSTOMER PORTAL

CONNECT SHIP PORTAL

This shoreside portal is accessible to customers who
wish to monitor location and network performance
of their remote VSAT and FX/GX sites. Data usage
statistics for the last day, week, and month can easily
be viewed (FIGURE 1A) along with a map showing
the current location of the vessel or terrestrial site
( FIGURE 1B ). It is also possible to see whether a
maritime site is experiencing blockage, and if the ship
is currently within service coverage.

This shipside portal provides visibility to captain of
network status, current beam, ship’s heading, speed,
and diagrams of beam direction, elevation, and whether
beam is in a blocking zone. This tool can provide
captain with awareness of when the VSAT network
is not available, and when local blockage could be
causing an outage for the VSAT network (FIGURE 2).

FIGURE 2

FIGURE 1A

Globecomm Connect Ship Portal gives the captain better
visibility and therefore better control of his network.
Please ask your Globecomm Account Manager about
our certified Platinum Installations. Connect Ship Portal
is free to all Globecomm VSAT vessels with certified
Platinum Installations.

FIGURE 1B

To learn more about Globecomm Connect, email
gsihqsales@globecomm.com, call +1 631-231-9800,
or visit us online at www.globecomm.com.
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